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Abstract—Secure e-exam is one of the considerable difficult problems in e-
learning environment. The exam process for any educational university should 
involve different security techniques that should be used to protect the exam 
characteristics in diverse phases. In this paper, we propose a secure e-exam 
scheme with all of its information is in digital form. We present a system that 
has to be implemented to get a high standard security. 
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1 Introduction 
In e-learning institutions, students and lecturers use Internet on the regular basis to 
pursue lectures; inquire and answer questions; and post and receive assessments. The 
e-learning institutions base on exam process by which students maintain the face to 
face exam in the classroom fixed via the institution under supervised requirements. 
Such restrictions guarantee the correctness of the exam. Personal exams allow to 
verifies student identity and ensure exam authorization using conventional method. It 
means verifying the student Id card and checking no person assists him in exam. 
Check entity Id card in the e-exam is a hard problem [1] requires hard solution. But, 
e-learning universities still require such exam since the personal exam denotes the 
possible attempt for e-learning universities [2]. In general, distance institutions have 
not sufficient class facilities for the entire students. Thus, they should rent centers 
outside the university to let students to take the exam. But, such exam becomes more 
complicated because it needs to supply with all equipments to ensure that the students 
are able to complete the exam. Then all exam solutions shall be gathered and passed 
to the lecturers in order to correct by them. However, enhancing exam scheme has 
obvious benefits for e-learning universities [3]. To simplify the exam scheme it is 
needed that all exam steps can be done by computer, thus are turned into e-exams. 
Observe that we use the word e-exam to denote exam that can be done by the com-
puter. It means that a student uses the computer to hold the exam but in the supervised 
conditions. 
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Basically, exam scheme needs to get the high security level, because a correctness 
of the process guarantees the quality of the institution. Thus, the design of the e-exam 
scheme must take a security attention. Security in virtual learning was discussed in 
many studies. The best study of this subject was proposed by [4]. The public key 
infrastructure is identified as a sufficient tool to give privacy, validity, integrity and 
undeniable. Consistent with these thoughts, the public key infrastructures is the solu-
tions for the e-learning system [5] notice that the public key infrastructure brings 
flexibility and scalability to the e-learning system. Concentrating on e-exam scheme, 
the only published work on this subject is represented by Chadwick [6]. But, the work 
not included all steps of the exam; it just treats a certain phase with the exam ques-
tions are passed between lecturers using secure e-mail relied on the public key infra-
structure. Conversely, two proposals for online exams are existed [7]. But, these solu-
tions do not consider the security size, thus it is hard to rate the correctness and secu-
rity level. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 clarifies the security 
properties for e-exam scheme. Section 3 describes the proposed secure e-exam 
scheme. Section 4 analyzes the security of a proposed scheme. Finally, the conclu-
sions are considered in Section 5. 
2 The styles 
In this section, we describe the security properties for e-exam scheme. These prop-
erties are as follows: 
2.1 Authenticity 
1. The student should be certain that the questions and the results are presented by the 
lecturer.  
2. The lecturer should be certain that the exam solution belongs to the authenticate 
student. 
2.2 Correction 
1. The exam questions must not be changed once it launched. 
2. Once an exam time has ended, no answers can be accepted. 
3. Once the solution has sent it should not be possible to change it. 
4. It must not be able to send more than one exam for each student. 
5. The removal of exam must be prevented. 
2.3 Privacy  
1. The exam correction must be blind to get the utmost fairness.  
2. The lecturer must not know the student Id of the exam solution.  
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3. The lecturer should be satisfied that the answers belongs to the authenticate stu-
dent. 
2.4 Secrecy 
1. Exam questions should be reserved private until an exam questions are declared 
2. Just authenticate students can be take exam during an exam time. 
3. The exam answer should be reserved private until an exam results are declared. 
4. The student solutions should be reserved privately; just the lecturer can have access 
to them. 
5. The exam results must only be passed to a student who did an exam. 
2.5 Receipt  
1. The student should get the acknowledgment as the proof that he has did and passed 
the exam. 
2. The student must do an exam alone, thus cheating should be prevented. 
3 The Proposed Scheme 
In this scheme, we face interactions between three types of participants these are 
students, lecturer and trusted authority (manager) is an authority who organizes the 
exam. It runs exam questions, solutions, and results.  
3.1 Notation Used 
In this paper, we used the following notations: 
1. e : public key  
2. d : private key 
3. m : message 
4. s : digital signature 
5. h :  secure one way hash function 
6. Id : exam identifier 
7. i :  Sub-index identifies the signature value 
8. c : encrypted messagem  
9. j : Sub-index identifies the encrypted value 
10. ),( LL de :  lecturer’s key pair 
11. ),( SS de :  student's key pair 
12. ),( AA de : trusted authority’s key pair 
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3.2 Exam Initialization 
The lecturer and the trusted authority should do the following to setup the exam. 
Protocol 1 
1. The lecturer should do the following: 
1. Find the unique exam Id produced by the following information: 
• x : subject name 
• y : subject code 
• z : semester 
• a : exam date 
• b : fixed time to answer the exam 
• u : exam serial number 
2. Suggest the exam questions, q  
3. Find the signature of ),,( LdqId  
4. Find ),(1, qIdds LL =  
5. Encrypt ,,( qId )1,Ls  with trusted authority public key Ae  
6. Compute ),,( 1,1, LAA sqIdec =  
7. Verify 1,Ac  by the key pair ),( LL de  
8. Post 1,Ac to the trusted authority 
 
2. The trusted authority does the following:  
1. Decrypt 1,Ac  by Ad  to get ),,( 1,LsqId  
2. Check the signature 1,Ls  with the lecturer’s public key Le  
3. Keep 1,Ac in a secure manner   
3.3 Exam Description 
The student, lecturer and trusted authority use the protocol 2 to do the following: 
Protocol 2 
1. The lecturer issues an exam identifier, Id  
2. The student confirms himself by the key pair ),( SS de  
3. The student requests for an exam Id from the trusted authority 
4. The trusted authority does the following steps: 
1. Check if a student is enrolled in the subject! x   
2. Every subject in each semester z  has n students enrolled.  
3. This data is kept by the trusted authority 
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4. Verify if the present date 'a and time 'b are in a determined period 
to answer an exam ( a and b are in the Id ) 
5. If the checking succeed Then 
1. Decrypt 1,Ac by Ad  to get ),,( 1,LsqId  
2. Encrypt ),,( 1,LsqId  with Se  
3. Compute ),,( 1,2, LSS sqIdec =  
4. Post 2,Sc to the student. 
6. Else, return an error signal to the student 
 
5. The student gets and checks the questions, solves it and posts the answers as 
follows: 
1. Decrypt 2,Sc by Sd to get ),,( 1,LsqId  
2. Check the signature 1,Ls  with Ae  
3. Write down an exam solution, w  
4. Get randomly an answer identifier, g  
5. Find the signature of ),,( 1, wgsL  with Sd  
6. Find ),,( 1,2, wgsds LSS =  
7. Encrypt ),,,,,( 2,1, SL swgsqId  with Ae  
8. Compute ),,,,,( 2,1,3, SLAA swgsIdqec =  
9. Pass 3,Ac to the trusted authority 
 
6. The trusted authority does the following steps: 
1. Decrypt 3,Ac  by Ad to get ),,,,,( 2,1, SL swgsqId  
2. Verify if a present date ''a and time ''b are in a determined period to 
answer an exam 
3. Check if a student has sent an exam answer  
4. If the checking succeed Then 
1. Check the signatures 1,Ls and 2,Ss by Le and Se   
2. Get a present time t  
3. Find the signature of ),,( tgId  with Ad  
4. Compute ),,(3, tgIdds AA =  
5. The 3,As  exam answer receipt, the proof that student has 
sent the answer 
6. Post ),,,( 3,AstgId  to the student 
7. Get randomly the"covered answer identifier, 'g  
8. Find the signature of ),,( '1, wgsL  with Ad  
9. Compute ),,( '1,4, wgsds LAA =  
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10. Encrypt ),,,,,( 4,
'
1, AL sgwsIdq with Le  
11. Compute ),,,,,( 4,
'
1,4, ALLL sgwsIdqec =  
12. Keep securely ),,,,,( 4,
'
3,3, LAA ctggsc as one answer of the 
exam Id  
13. Every exam solution is connected to the student who has 
passed it. 
5. Else, return an error signal to the student 
7. The student performs the following steps: 
1. Check the signature 3,As  using Ae  
2. Keep ),,,( 3,AstgId as the exam receipt  
3.4 Exam Grades  
The lecturer and the trusted authority use protocol 3 to grade one exam solution. 
Protocol 3 
1. The lecturer does the following steps: 
1. Confirm himself to the trusted authority by the key pair ),( LL de  
2. Ask for one answer of the distributed exam Id   
2. The trusted authority performs the following steps: 
1. Get one exam answer that has not been graded before, 4,Lc  
2. Post 4,Lc  to the lecturer 
3. The lecturer performs the following steps: 
1. Decrypt 4,Lc with Ld to get ),,,,,( 4,
'
1, AL sgwsIdq  
2. Check the signature 4,As using Ae  
3. Score the answer w by the value v  
4. Find the signature of ),,,,,( '1, vgwsIdq L with Ld  
5. Compute ),,,,,( '1,5, vgwsIdqs LL =  
6. Encrypt ),,,,,,,( 5,4,
'
1, LAL svsgwsIdq with Ae  
7. Compute ),,,,,,,( 5,4,
'
1,5, LALAA svsgwsIdqec =  
8. Pass 5,Ac to the trusted authority 
4. The trusted authority performs the following steps: 
1. Decrypt 5,Ac with Ad  getting ),,,,,,,( 5,4,
'
1, LAL svsgwsIdq  
2. Check the signatures ),,( 5,4,1, LAL sss using ),,( LAL eee   
3. Get 3,Ac  corresponds to 4,Lc  
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4. Keep ),( '3, gcA and by 
'g  get 3,Ac connected to 4,Lc  it means the 
student’s solution. 
5. Decrypt 3,Mc with Ad  to get ),,,,,( 2,1, SL swgsIdq  
6. Encrypt ),,,,,,,( 5,2,1, LSL ssvwgsIdq with Se  
7. Compute SS ec =6, ),,,,,,,( 5,2,1, LSL ssvwgsIdq  
8. Keep ),,( 6, gIdcS  in a secure manner 
3.5 Exam Score  
The student gets exam score by applying the protocol 4. The steps of the protocol 4 
are as follows: 
Protocol 4 
1. The student confirms himself  to the trusted authority using the key 
pair ),( SS de  
2. The student requests from the trusted authority the score of the answer g  
3. The trusted authority does the following steps: 
1. Check if g belongs to the student that has been confirmed 
2. Get 6,Sc  that had been kept 
3. Pass 6,Sc to the student 
4. The student gets the grade v  as follows: 
1. Decrypt 6,Sc  with Sd to get ),,,,,,,,( 5,2,2,1, LLSL sssvwgsIdq  
2. Check the signatures ),,( 5,2,1, LSL sss  with ),,( LSL eee  
3.6 Exam Revision  
The student can request for exam grade revision using protocol 5 as follows:   
Protocol 5 
1. The student performs the following steps: 
1. Confirm himself to the trusted authority by the key pair ),( SS de  
2. Get randomly one value that is the revision identifier, r  
3. Find the signature of ),,( rgId with Sd   
4. Compute ),,(6, rgIdds SS =  
5. Request to review the score of the answer, g  
6. Pass ),,,( 6,SsrgId  to the trusted authority 
2. The trusted authority performs the following steps: 
1. Check the signature 6,Ss with Se  
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Keep ),,,( 6,SsrgId   
4 Security Analysis  
Suppose that the trusted authority is uncorrupt, thus the proposed scheme is based 
on the trusted authority. The trusted authority is protected with standard security tools 
such as firewalls, IDS, etc... 
4.1 Authenticity 
1. In step 1, 3 of protocol 1 the lecturer signs the exam. The student checks this signa-
ture in step 5, 2 of protocol 2, and then makes sure that the exam questions are 
suggested by a lecturer. 
2. In step 3, 4 of protocol 3 the lecturer signs the grade. The student checks the signa-
ture in step 4, 2 of protocol 4. Thus, satisfied that grade is suggested by the lectur-
er. 
3. In step 5, 5 of protocol 2 the student signs the exam solution. The trusted authority 
checks the student’s signature in step 6, 4, 1 of protocol 2 and finds the signature of 
solution in step 6, 4, 6. The lecturer checks the trusted authority signature in step 3, 
2 of protocol 3. Suppose that trusted authority uncorrupt, the lecturer has no sus-
pect that the solution has been written by the authenticate student.  
4.2 Correction 
1. In step 1, 3 of protocol 1 the lecturer signs the exam to get 1,Ls . The student finds a 
signature of ),,( 1, wgsL  in step 5, 5 of protocol 2 to get 2,Ss . The signatures 
1,Ls and 2,Ls  adopt that the exam questions cannot adjusted once the exam has 
launched. 
2. In step 6, 2 of protocol 2 the trusted authority checks if the exam time has complet-
ed, decline any exam solution submission once the time has terminated. 
3. The student signs an exam solution in step 5, 5 of protocol 2. Thus, if the solution 
is amended the signature verification will not pass. 
4. In step 6, 3 of protocol 2 the trusted authority checks if the student has sent an ex-
am solution, before and in this situation, an exam solution is rejected. 
5. If one exam is removed there is one student that will not get his grade, thus the de-
letion is detected. Also, a student can prove that he has send an exam, since he can 
show an exam receipt got in step 7 of protocol 2. 
4.3 Privacy 
1. In step 2, 1 of protocol 3 the lecturer receives exam solution 4,Lc and then decrypts 
it in step 3, 1 of the protocol 3 to get ),,,,,( 4,
'
1, AL sgwsIdq  
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2. This information does not disclose the student Id  
3. The signature 4,As  satisfies the lecturer that w belongs to the authenticate student. 
4.4 Secrecy 
1. The lecturer encrypts an exam questions in step 4, 5, 2 in protocol 2 using a trusted 
authority public key. The trusted authority private key is required to get back the 
exam questions, and this key is limited for the trusted authority. The trusted author-
ity passes an exam questions to the student in step 4, 3, 3 of protocol 2, when a 
student is enrolled in an exam subject and when the present time and date are in a 
determined time to solution an exam, steps 4, 1 and 4, 2 of the protocol 2. 
2. The lecturer can send the exam answer to the trusted authority using an alteration 
of protocol 1, thus the answer is encrypted and only can be got by the trusted au-
thority. 
3. In step 5, 6 of protocol 2 the student encrypts his solution using the trusted authori-
ty public key. However, the exam solution can be got by the trusted authority only. 
Afterward, the trusted authority encrypts an exam solution by the lecturer’s public 
key in step 6, 4, 7. The lecturer gets the encrypted exam solution in step 3. We 
conclude that the students’ solutions are kept secret, thus only the lecturer and the 
trusted authority have access to them.  
4. The trusted authority validates the student in step 1 of protocol 4 and checks that 
he is the owner of a solution g  in step 3, 1 of protocol 4. When the verification 
succeeds the trusted authority sends 6,Sc to the student. The 6,Sc  exam grade en-
crypted by the student’s public key, thus that only the student can get his grade. 
4.5 Receipt 
1. The student gets the receipt in step 7 of protocol 2 as a proof of exam send. 
4.6 Copy detection is prevented  
1. The exam occurs in the supervised condition, thus the copy detection is prevented 
using traditional means.  
5 Conclusions 
In this paper, we have proposed a secure e-exam scheme. We have looked at all 
exam phases and we have recognized different security characteristics that each exam 
phase should convince. Such information has allowed the scheme to rely on several 
encryption protocols that provide the high security level for all exam phases. But, the 
proposed scheme in an initialization phase, students take an exam in the supervised 
condition. Further study must be aimed to let students to take exams in minimum 
limited condition. 
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